


Why capsule beds?

When speaking with our guests we found that the top reasons they stayed in 
hostels were: 

Community vibe - Make lifelong connections

Meet other travellers - Share stories

However, they still valued privacy

We challenged ourselves to keep that unique community feel, but also find a way 
to add extra privacy and comfort. We undertook this challenge at our flagship 
hostel St Christopher’s Inn The Village at London Bridge 

 



This is the first capsule bed concept to exist in 
the UK, that would meet both demands at a 
budget price. We built 26 capsule beds in our 
hostel.

Inspiration and origins

We were inspired by the popular capsule bed 
concept in Japan and other parts of Asia. 
There was a gap in the market for capsule 
beds in London. Our aim was to create a 
product that catered to the young 21st century 
backpacker needs.



Motivations that justified the introduction of the concept

● Breaking boundaries in budget travel
● Introduce something brand new to the UK’s backpacking market
● London was the best place to start to introduce our concept; 19 million tourists 

came to London in 2017.

Aims:

● Make hostel life more practical
● Give more privacy in a dorm 
● Increase bed bookings at St Christopher’s at The Village
● Increase brand awareness



What’s inside the capsule?

● Free Wifi, plug sockets & USB charge points
● Individual ventilation
● Curtains for extra privacy
● Coloured lighting controlled by a touchpad wheel
● Thick mattress 
● Eye-popping art piece of London’s beautiful skyline. 

Keys elements driving the design and implementation was learning from what we already 
know works = Space. 

Making space for the increasing size and height of travellers today, our beds are just over 
2050 foot long. That’s 6 feet 9 inches, with a width of 1000mm or 3 feet 3 inches. The 
height was also very important to allow people to relax in the capsules while sitting upright.



Explanation of the research and marketing analysis that led to the 
implementation of new equipment

Part of our research involved talking to our guests and asking what they would like 
to see more of in a hostel. One of the most common answers was a 

● Better sense of privacy 
● ‘Me’ time when they wanted it most

We wanted to cater to this need whilst still providing everything a hostel is famous 
for: fun, meeting new people and affordable prices. Our capsules cater to this need 
without losing the true hostel experience that travellers love. 



Explanation of the research and marketing analysis that led to the 
implementation of new equipment

Customer Competition: our market research found that our competition were 
moving towards a similar design with pod style bunk beds with curtains - this is a 
style of bed we already had in our sites. We decided to take it to the next level with 
capsule beds that maximise privacy even further.



Conception 
Where did the idea come from and have partners been involved in the definition 
of the concept?

Our chairman at the time, who is now retired, was the mastermind behind bringing 
capsules over to the UK market. The majority of the development was brainstormed 
and thought out by our team in-house, putting our own spin on the capsule styles 
found in Asia.

In the initial stages, we briefed a designer from Allison Pike Architects to design the 
capsule beds for the first prototype drawing.



Where did the idea come from and have 
partners been involved in the definition of 
the concept?

Interior design of the room itself was also all 
carried out in-house. We wanted to show off 
some of those historical aspects by keeping 
the white 19th century pillars in the room. 

We worked with suppliers for the materials 
needed for the capsules. Everything was 
designed and manufactured in the UK 
bespoke for St Christopher’s Inns.



What are the primary innovative aspects of the concept ?  

Maximise the level of privacy 

Futuristic element : 

● Latest technology
● Coolest gadgets 
● LED touchscreen wheel inside to control mood lighting. 
● Free Wifi inside the capsule
● Plug sockets and USB points inside (UK and EU sockets)
● Special ventilation system installed keeps the capsules cool



What are the primary innovative aspects of the concept ?  

Marketing 

Our aim was to showcase a new product that doesn’t exist in the hostel market 
throughout the UK and for backpackers to love the concept

Phase 1 : selling our story to the press

Phase 2 : working heavily with influencers & email marketing

We stuck to the four cornerstones of the business that we implement in everything 
we do: Safe, Secure, Value and Fun. These four cornerstones reflect everything 
that our capsules are.



Communication and implementation 
What was the cost of implementing the concept?

 The overall cost including was circa £200K. This included: Prototypes , Developments , 
Design, Manufacture & Installation 

How many properties are affected by the new concept

Our flagship hostel in London Bridge is the only site to have benefited from the new concept 
however we plan to implement the capsule beds across other sites due to their success. 

We also plan to roll out double capsule beds in the future to improve customer experience 
even further. There is a demand for this for those travelling in a pair.



Cost control

● Produce a good quality product 
● Significant investment to develop and install the 

capsules 

Now that the initial groundwork has been completed 
so:

● Implementing the capsules in other sites around 
Europe will now be cheaper as the development 
stages are already complete.

Evaluation  



Cost control marketing the capsules

Since the product itself was expensive, we wanted to keep marketing costs low. 
We had to find the best way to launch this product to the market for free:

● Utilizing all the skills in our team
● With no previous PR experience, our PR campaign gained fantastic results 

including 30 seperate pieces of coverage for free. 
● We wrote a press release in-house, photographed campaign imagery in-house 
● Sourced over seventy PR contacts from scratch with no aid from an agency. 



Revenues

The capsule beds have shown a positive increase in revenue at St Christopher’s At The Village. On the back off the press coverage:

● Capsule bed rate at our hostel in London Bridge went up by £11/night and we hit our target of £30-35/night 
● Booking share increased to 49% 
● Biggest ROI we have ever received from any campaign. 
● Web Traffic overall went up by +265% and the campaign hostel landing page went up by +391%. Referral traffic went up by 

+17,029%. 

Brand recognition

30 publications covered the capsule beds in total : 

Israeli News TV, Swedish press, South African news, Japanese press as well as UK National papers and online magazines including 
the The Telegraph, Mail Online, Lonely Planet, Culture Trip and Metro. The BBC even featured our capsules on Prime Time News. 
See the BBC coverage here.

Working with influencers also contributed to increasing our brand recognition. We hosted 13 influencers in our capsules to reach 
out to our target market on a global scale.

https://www.mako.co.il/finances-finances-economy-newcast/q1_2018/Article-79c82e1e82ec161004.htm?sCh=e037f6f25bc49110&pId=1053994317
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/travel/destinations/europe/united-kingdom/england/london/south-east/london-bridge/articles/first-look-at-st-christophers-at-the-village-hostel-hotel-capsule-beds/
https://www.lonelyplanet.com/news/2018/02/14/capsule-hostel-london-bridge/
https://www.facebook.com/BBCLondon/videos/1930510626990625/?hc_ref=ARTVrfBni3u9DMlqJmIkIQMVX472KTpYMSz1aKC-ZXx1m07hndMi6CRtit6fs0ldQ5I&pnref=story.unseen-section


Video Press Coverage

BBC Culture Trip

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1vXMPt6LSodLoDrNvsC-6j9lKnZS6-OVm/preview
https://docs.google.com/file/d/15KgOPM5ykYJlXanM9rnKSawdetCo5at5/preview


Influencer Posts



Customer satisfaction 

Reviews



Customer satisfaction 

Influencer satisfaction: Every single influencer provided a glowing review

Travel Dave:
“From my experience with capsule hostels in Japan I’ve found them to be not very social, as you normally have to remain quiet in the 
pod room and keep the lights down which makes it hard to meet others. St Christopher’s Inn have designed their room with 26 sleeping 
pods to be pleasantly social for travellers who want to meet others by creating a common area at the front of the pod room. I’ve heard 
some other travellers have even used the space to do morning yoga!”

Adventures of Soph:

“Initially, I thought I might feel claustrophobic as it would be a tight squeeze, but I was so wrong. If anything, I had more space 

than I’ve ever had staying in a shared hostel room. Not only are there large lockers to keep all of your valuables safe but 

there is also excess space in the capsule.”



Thank you
We believe our innovative product is worthy of this award.

Our capsule beds represent the future of travel where modern budget backpackers 

can genuinely benefit with a more practical and more exciting hostel experience 

when visiting London. We wanted to meet the demands of the new generation 

traveller and our capsules reflect that. 


